Shout out to our students who are creative, curious, and deploy to change the world!

- Joi
Cameron (Taylor) – Thanks for being proactive in community building, for caring about minorities, and for being super nice! I'm very grateful for having you in our lab.
Kelly Donovan because she's literally superwoman
Maggie Church - for her good humor and ability to make everything work... seemingly effortlessly!

- Beth Zonis
Tashi - Thank you for feeding me on the regular!
Miguel Perez is super talented, kind, and generous with his time. You've made my time at lab that much more fun and interesting!
Monica, Keira, Amanda & Linda - thanks for keeping us grounded, fed, and sane. Your presence really makes a difference!
Kristy Johnson – Thanks for being an inspiration to graduate mothers and mothers-to-be!
Thanks to the Synthetic Neuro group for all of the love and attention and making me feel like one of the gang in my new home away from home. Especially Cynthia for always keeping an eye on me.

- Brady
Thank you Mike Wang and Phillip Caesar, for being the kickass UROPs!
Meng for tremendous effort on Tega robot assembly!

- Robot Mom
To Lifelong Kindergarten students and staff: Thanks for making LLK such a caring and creative community!

- Mitch Resnick
Dhaval Adjodah – impossibly relaxed, incredibly friendly. He has helped me relax and approach the world more playfully -- even when we disagree :)
Sang-Won Leigh, for being an UNREAL labmate.
Ariel Ekblaw – For being a super sweet, inspiring, and productive human!
Mina Soltangheis – In just two short meetings, I have come to adore you so much for your incredible warmth and genuineness. There are very few people who can treat others with so much unconditional love and respect. I hope and I know for sure that the best things in life will happen for you always. Wish you all the happiness in the world Mina!
MAS offices, who make bureaucracy almost enjoyable 😊
Ryan McCarthy, for being an incredible ally of my research and for his #actionable_support!
Thanks to the dogs of the Media Lab for providing much needed breaks and stress relief throughout the day!
Rahul Bhargava repeatedly earns my respect and gratitude. He is always generous with his time and advice, and his community-minded spirit has helped ensure that the Center for Civic Media is both a welcoming and a productive space.

- Erhardt Graeff
Linda you are amazing, thank you for your great support :)  
- Mina
Dan Levine, thank you for being such a great person :) I appreciate all of our random conversations. They often make me happy.
Thanks Heather!
You are the best.
Cindy Hsin-Liu Kao and Randi Williams for supporting and giving amazing talks at MIT's SidPac COSI Graduate Student Seminar Series. This series provides MIT students the venue for more scholarly and open interactions with their peers.

- Neil Gaikwad
Linda Peterson for all your support when I was going through the worst. Thank you.
Thank you, Bianca Datta, for being an amazing fellow-student mentor and for all that you do for the Lab!
Shout out to viral-grads for being an amazing group of people, and a wonderful grad school family :)
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Dan Novy, thank you for always being willing to stop and listen to a friend!
Juliana Nazare, thank you for organizing social events to help people maintain friendships and sanity!
Thank you to Kevin, Cornelle & Candido for always being so friendly and supportive!
Morgan in Scalable Cooperation for being an amazing guy. He always brings me out on the greatest walks, makes me lovely home-brought dinner and plays with me when I'm not feeling sleepy (which I am almost always). Sometimes he even brings me to the lab so I can socialize! I highly recommend him for his awesome research skills and great behind-the-ears petting.

- Mocha (the dog)
Stephanie Gayle – Considerate, funny, and always makes me laugh! Thanks for looking out, friend.
Jessica Tsymbal – For dealing with all the construction and space craziness.
To all the admins who support our faculty and students. You keep this place running and we are grateful for you!

- MAS Office
Shout out to John Min, Avery Normandin, Sebald Verkuijl, & Erika Alden DeBenedictis for being wonderful lab mates and putting up with my constant shrieking.
Hae Won Park for getting best paper nomination at HRI 2017!

- Robot Mom
Polly Guggenheim – She punches us (students) when we’re being silly in an affectionate way.
Jackie Kory Westlund. She's a great friend and colleague! She helps me with my writing all the time. Plus, her baby Elian is so cute. ;P
Madison Evans. I love her passion for sewing, making, arts, Harry Potter, Star Wars, Pokémon, robots and many more! So enthusiastic and compassionate at the same time.
Yasmin Chavez. Such a hardworking and self-driven learner! Couldn't have made the new robot without her... I love how chill she is in the midst of busyness.
Cynthia Breazeal. She's an awesome advisor! Also, she manages to be so accomplished and fashionable at the same time! :D
Meng Xi - Amazingly thorough and detail-oriented. Many of our robots are now in much better conditions & well used, thanks to his robot-care!
Shout out to our faculty who lead the way and imagine and make the future!

- Joi
Hae Won Park. She's always full of fun and clever robot ideas!
Bjarke Felbo for being an awesome supervisor :))
Bettina Arkhurst - Without you, there would be no RAK Week! Thank you for taking time out of your packed schedule to better the MIT community.
Amanda Stoll, the mastermind behind all MAS & Diversity events. Everything would fall apart without you!
Jin Joo for awesome work on data analysis and modeling on PhD.

- Robot Mom
I'd like to recognize the Fluid graduate students, visiting students and UROPs for their creativity and hard work!

- Pattie
Brady - thanks for playing with me! You make my work day great.

- Biggie Smalls
Kevin Davis is infinitely patient and always willing to help, even when he is in the middle of something else. Thank you Kevin for your sheer awesomeness and support! You are one of the nicest, most helpful people in the entire Lab!
Thanks Andrew, for always bringing homemade cookies to share!
Shout out to Sunny for always being super helpful and patient. Also for sharing snacks.
Shout out to Biggie Smalls for being the best and most friendly.
Shout out to Caroline for always being so friendly and helpful
Andrew Sliwinski – Brilliant, Insightful, Composed, Eloquent, Forthright, Thoughtful, Inspiring, and with an endearingly hearty laugh. Rare to find all of these in one person. You are unbelievably amazing Andrew!
Shout out to Pedro for always adding potatoes to my lists.
Shout out to Cameron for being super helpful and encouraging!
Thanks to Sunny for keeping the office healthy.
To Cristian Jara, for his tireless work, commitment, and creativity.

- Cesar
Kevin Esvelt, for being the best and most supportive supervisor in the entire universe!!
Thanks Amanda, for helping us plan and organize so many things!
Joanna Buchthal, for her gentleness, kindness and thoughtfulness. And for being a great team member.
Julie & Julia, for the being the best suitemates!
Keira Horowitz for patiently answering all academic program related questions.

- Stephanie
Tashi Hamilton, for all the joy she brings, her sound advices, and her un-biased objectiveness in looking at situations.
Avery and Devora, for brightening up gloomy days!!!
Mitch Resnick – I cannot believe sometimes that everyday I get to be a part of something that is spreading so much joy and adding meaning to the lives of so many people in the world. And you make this possible for me and for so many others here and around the world! I have the deepest respect for you Mitch and too much love and admiration! Thank you for everything!
Tesha Myers, for being a great colleague

- Nicole
Kelly Donovan – because she consistently exceeds job expectations and is always so positive!

- Stacy
THE ABSOLUTELY BEST GROUP!
Thanks Robots
- PRG
Shout out to Suite 435 for giving me love even when I get cranky pants!

- Biggie
Will Glesnes and Tom Greene are endlessly patient and helpful with my (often random, often annoying) computery needs.

- Janine
Sooyeon Jeong for awesome Huggable data analysis.

- Robot Mom
Thanks to Monica and Biggie for all the playdate fun!

- Brady
Admins: Thank you for all the support you provide!
Thanks to all my colleagues in E14-245 for making me feel welcome, especially when I started working at the Lab.

- Margaret
To Jian Gao and Bogang Jun, for their excellent new paper on collective learning in China.

- Cesar
Monica, Keira, and Amanda who do amazing work behind and in front of the scenes to the benefit of MAS graduate students.

- Linda
CBA for lending me props and giving me coffee when needed. Thank you for your generosity.

- Stephanie
Awesome dog Biggie Smalls for bringing puppy love to my life.
Thanking Joi for being tireless, thoughtful, caring, and overall inspiring leader.

- Pattie
Stephanie keeps me sane in a world of MIT financial red tape. Thanks! Can’t wait for your next book to drop.
Heather Pierce – she helps keep LSM running smoothly!
Dan Minty – an incredible addition to the LSM team. We’re lucky to have him!
Sands Fish - provides a smile, supportive, kind, & thoughtful words when anyone needs a pick-me-up. Makes handling the tougher days a lot more manageable. Thank you for being you.
Helene Kelsey – Always available and good advice and helpful! ☺️
Josh Boughey - For always making time and taking initiative to make things run smoothly, video streaming in particular.

- Jimmy Day
Priscilla Capistrano
THANK YOU for your positivity!
Joi - leadership during the crisis of the executive order for internationals
Kelly Gavin – Always a helping hand, thank you!
Candido: thank you for your helpfulness!
Martha, thank you for ‘figuring’ things out!
To all those who've agreed to do interviews with me for our ongoing "Meet the Labbers" audio series... a big thank you. It takes a generous spirit to share your time and perspectives. Plus, your personal stories are diverse and intriguing.

- Margaret
Yuko – thank you – you make it all work!
Ann Yuan, for her amazing jokes.
Sam Spaulding –
Yay! He’s back!
- Robot Mom
Eric Chu and Eric Pennington, for being amazing ballers.
Ryan Walsh – always helpful!
Deepest thanks to the whole Opera of the Future team. Besides being brilliantly, shockingly creative, you are truly some of the nicest, kindest people I know. I am very grateful to be able to work with you.

- Tod
Stephanie Gayle works so hard and is always willing to offer advice and hilarious commentary.

- Joe
Almaha Almalki, Jingxian Zhang, and Sanjay Guruprasad, for bringing great energy, creativity, and friendship to the Collective Learning group (Macro Connections).

- Cesar
Jackie Kory Westlund for an awesome job on her PhD thesis proposal.

- Robot Mom
To Cristian Candia (aka Luchito Jara) for exploring the depths of Collective Memory.

- Cesar
The ML HR Team (Lisa Breede, Helene Kelsey and Kelley Shepard) for handling a high volume of work and always trying their best to support ML staff and faculty!

- Martha
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Yunfei Ma: for being a great friend, teaching me Chinese, and keeping me sane.

- Nick
Ivan Sysoev, for being a compassionate friend of the environment, tirelessly showing his colleagues the way on small acts every day.
Abisola Okuk, for making it possible for us to do all of the research we do.. you keep our lab running!
Priscilla Capistrano: for continuously going above and beyond your role, putting up with so much, and all of the little treats you leave us.

- Nick
Viirj Kan for being the best, strongest human being.
Ryan McCarthy – thank you for being welcoming despite what you’re working on!
To Linda,
Thanks for being my favorite walk buddy!
- Brady
Aleksander Madry for being a great advisor and offering helpful advice!
To Kevin Hu for his great work on DIVE, and for success in its coming launch.

- Cesar
Bianca Datta and Sunanda Sharma – your relationship is BEAUTIFUL!
Big love to Nat Gyenes for daily sunshine and belly laughs! <3
Infinite hugs to Cindy Bishop for the game-changing insight, humor and companionship!
John, Erika, Sebald, Devora, Joanna, Cody, Ariel, Dana, Kevin – cloning wizards and reigning queens of my heart.
Stefania for helping the 1st year master’s students stay connected. She executed her idea to host extended How-Tos.
Thanks, Stefania!
Monica Orta for always being a great person to talk to.
Carmelo Presicce – Just the way you greet people can brighten and lighten their day! Sweet, funny, energetic, unpretentious, wise, unbiased, and always there for everyone. You have the warmest, most genuine, and enthusiastic voice I have ever heard :) Super-duper fond of you Carmelo! No matter where we eventually are, thinking of you will always bring a smile on my face! Loads of love for you always.
Polly Guggenheim for everything she does for us robots.

- Robot Mom
THANK YOU TO ALL OF THE PUPPIES OF THE LAB—WE LOVE YOU ALL AND YOU IMPROVE OUR WELLBEING ON A DAILY BASIS!
Thank you Neri for being you 😊
Stephanie Gayle – for always offering support, not just work-wise, but human-wise :D
Flavio Pinheiro and Aamena Alshamsi, for their great work on strategic diffusion in complex contagion.

- Cesar
Colbygk, for his endless support (and countless weekends spent in the server room) to keep Scratch healthy and happy.
Matt Taylor, for the puniest puns.
Abisola for your prompt helpfulness and smile 😊
Thank you Julia for being the most extraordinarily thorough bug-catcher I’ve ever worked with.
To MAS staff (Linda, Monica, Keira, Amanda): Thanks for supporting MAS students in so many ways, through good times and tough times.

- Mitch Resnick
Tesha Myers, for always making budget balancing fun!

- Lorrie
Penny Webb for being the amazing friend she is.

- Jasmin
Visiting Students – we love having you at the Lab. I hope you’re having a great visit!

- Keira
Claudia Robaina, for being able to keep all the DF balls in the air while always smiling.

- Lorrie
Christopher Barsi, he saw the talent in me and admitted me to MIT.

- Barmak Heshmat
Randi, Nikhita, Pedro, Ishaan, and Huili for being awesome new members of Personal Robots!

- Robot Mom
Heather Pierce for her continued support and dedication to all of the students in our lab!
Sara Taylor, for being a kind, thoughtful and generally wonderful person!
Roz Picard, for being a great advisor!
Fengjiao Peng, for being a super cool person 😊
Oggi Rudovic, for all his extremely hard work in developing the new PML class.
Moran Tsur – I can never forget that you were the first person who came to say hello to me when I was new here. From then to now - I’ve been incredibly lucky to be friends with you Moran! I can count on you always for the best advice on anything I struggle with. Thank you for always being there. You are an amazingly level-headed and self-possessed person; In an over-stimulated world around me, you make everything seem so easy, familiar, and comfortable. And I cherish that so so much! Always wishing the best for you in life.
Ehi Nosakhare, for being a great officemate!
Bianca Datta, for being a wonderful friend 😊
David Hill, for always stopping by to chat – thanks for creating a pleasant afternoon break.
Sunanda Sharma, for being a badass!
Cristian Jara Figueroa for the amazing research he's doing, and for taking the time to show it to me!
Juliana Nazaré, for always bringing people together! :)
Linda & Keira, for being so supportive of MAS students.
Martha – it’s great working with you!
Bianca, for always being a source of positivity, support, and pictures of tiny animals.

- Sunny
Abisola Okuk – for being a phenomenal event-planning partner and friend!

- Saskia
Thank you to the staff, you keep this place running and are a pleasure to work with!

- Joi
Nick S., for providing a sense of perspective, always offering a helping hand, and being a great friend.

- Sunny
Laya, thank you 😊
Hildreth, thank you for your responsiveness!
Nick Barry, for being a certifiable sweetheart.
Alexandra, thanks for being as warm as sunshine, a friend that is kind and caring 😊
Lucas, thanks for making me feel like I'm not so bad at foosball :D
(Seriously though, in general, thanks for being an awesome friend)
Monica, I love seeing you around. You always brighten up my day with your cheerful smile :)
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Keira, thank you so so so much for helping me so many times whenever I have questions about anything 😊 You're awesome!
Mina S., thank you for listening, thank you for sharing so many laughs, thank you for your sometimes obvious and non-applicable advice, [etc], and thank you for being your weird and wonderful self :)
Juliana N, for always going above and beyond for the team!
Mary Heanue - new admin in Affective Computing - for helping our group find cool new ways to make things work better!
Soroush Vosoughi for being a great friend, a unique and uncharacteristic human and a nerd in the best sense of this word. You get an A+! :)
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Prashanth Vijayaraghavan for being an example of almost unbelievable perfection in human :)
Juliana Nazaré for never failing to encourage her colleagues!
Anneli Hershman for always coming to help, infectious enthusiasm and being an example of strong will!
Natalie Rusk – Most genuine, caring, wonderful, welcoming, compassionate, positive, and thoughtful person I know. The world needs more people like you! You are exceptional and out of this world! I will always be forever grateful to have met someone like you in my life.
TG-Jie-is-in-LLK!
Thanks for inspiring us with your joyful spirit and your big heart!
Moran... What would I do without you? Thanks for being the perfect companion and for keeping me always on track! 😊
Shruti is the nicest, kindest, heart-warming-est person ever!
Stacie Slotnick, for doing an unbelievably awesome job on the new ML website!
Kelly Donovan keeps me motivated and laughing when I need it most!
Manisha, it’s great to have you around, thanks for being my sister!
Shout out to Juliana, Bianca, and Martin for organizing the student survey!
To my Media Lab fam - thanks for the bellies, the treats, and all the love!

- Biggie
The Media Lab staff, for all the times they go above and beyond to help make the Media Lab the unique place it is.

- Media Lab HR
Thank you Akito, Ben, Charles, Nicole, Priscilla, Rébecca, Sizi, Thomas, Tod and little Petit for being such an amazing, kind and welcoming lab family!

- Alexandra
Cristian Jara Figueroa and the Macro Connections team made me feel at home when I had a UROP with them last year! They're basically the reason I am a course 6 major!

- Samira Okudo
Laya (Changing Places) for being an amazing friend that’s always there to support you!

- Bjarke
JANINE LIBERTY...for bringing tasty baked goodies (which she has baked herself) to share with us.

- Margaret
Monica and Amanda for organizing and spearheading RAK at the Media Lab.

- Margaret
Bettina and the rest of the RAK crew. Y’all are lit.
Tobi, Sharon, and Rickey, for hosting all our ML visitors with your awesome tours!
Everyone who ever showed me kindness in one way or another (I promise to pass it on)
Trader Joe's jalapeño hot sauce for keeping me awake on the rough days - you rock, hot sauce!
Nikhita Singh. She has been a wonderful person to have around, to learn from and to share your feelings freely. Thanks Nikhita!
For being a smart, caring and inspiring member of the Media Lab community: Huili Chen!
Randi Williams because she has been a model of inspiration, discipline, and creativity for me.
Definitely Ishaan Grover for being such a fun, cool and special friend and group mate.
I have been deeply inspired by Cynthia Breazeal and consider myself honored for having the opportunity to work with her side by side.
To Hae Won Park for her infinite patience and her caring mentorship. Thank you so much!
I want to recognize Meng Xi for his continuous support and disposition to help. Thanks!
Laya, thanks for being such a supportive, generous and thoughtful friend. I wish you find happiness, and many other treasures, while walking on the waterside.. or anywhere else!
Penny, thank you for sharing your beautiful plants with so many and making the world a little sweeter and greener!
Peniel Argaw - that girl is a ray of sunshine lighting up my day! <3
Amanda Stoll for going above and beyond with planning and executing all of the events we have here. Especially the lunches. It means a lot that you are will to take care of even the smallest needs so that we can all feel included. You rock Amanda!
PRG for making us feel at home and for always having open doors and open ears. We couldn’t do it without you.

- A new robot
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Congrats Hane, stay awesome!

- Your lab family
Mina Khan - Your cheerfulness and enthusiasm are contagious and working with you is a pleasure!
UROPs – you are such a great help to the research. I love getting to meet and talk to so many of you!

- Keira
Sweet-talking woman Georgiana Ujuomu, the best gal on Earth
SHOUT OUT TO MY PEEPS